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Abstract This paper presents three examples of real�

time image processing applications that were im�

plemented on a data��ow architecture developed

at the ETCA� Low�level image processing is per�

formed on a regular three�dimensional network of

���� custom data��ow processors� Image features

previously extracted in the low�level step are han�

dled by a two�dimensional network of �� general

purpose processors� Fast prototyping of real�time

image processing applications is achieved through

a programming environment including a complete

stream from functional programming speci�cation

to network con�guration� A large class of algo�

rithms can be implemented� Among them we de�

scribe a non�linear �lter� a connected component

labeling and a colored object tracking�

I� Introduction

The algorithmic complexity and�or the huge amount
of sensory data involved in many realistic image
processing applications make computer vision highly
computer�power demanding
 It is especially true when
a speci�c application requires video frames to be pro�
cessed in real�time� fast moving object tracking� non�
controlled environment watching are two examples of
such applications
 Computing powers in the range
of billions operations per second are then commonly
encountered
 For such tasks� Von Neumann style or
other classical architectures fail to provide sucient
performance at a reasonable cost
 This is mainly due
to the fact that inherent parallelism of many image
processing algorithms cannot be exploited using these
classical architectures
 All the more as this parallelism
often changes along with processing types
 Indeed
many image processing algorithms can be decomposed
in low�� intermediate� or high�level tasks ����
 Exam�
ples in each of the three processing levels are�

� convolution� corners extraction or connected com�
ponent labeling �low�level��

� right angles extraction in a line segment image or
convex hull computation �intermediate level��

� model matching� assumption tree exploration and
hypothesis validation �high�level�


Figure �� The Functional Computer

Thus many innovatives architectures have been pro�
posed as alternatives to Von Neumann ones� each of
them being generally well�suited for a given compu�
tation type and a given data structure type
 For ex�
ample� it is well�known that SIMD �Single Instruction
Multiple Data streams� architectures are particularly
suited to low�level image processing where the two�
dimensional structure of the image still prevails


But most often such architectures are ineciently ex�
ploited
 It appears that the most powerful a machine
is� the less programmable it becomes in the sense that
the programmer should be an architecture specialist

It has been shown ��� that these diculties could be
overcome thanks to an appropriate formalism for par�
allelism expression at both algorithmic and architec�
tural level
 The proposed formalism is that of data�
�ow graphs �DFG�
 Vision tasks are decomposed into
elementary actions per pixel corresponding to DFG
nodes
 Arcs denote elementary action dependencies

This functional decomposition is naturally expressed
in a language of the functional programming ��� type
���� and its architectural counterpart is a massively
parallel data��ow machine ��� ���� also called �Func�
tional Computer� �see �gure ��




II� Hardware description and execution

model

Low�level image processing generally involves a �xed
set of elementary operations on image data structures

It is supported by a three�dimensional network of ����
custom data��ow processors �DFP� that have been ex�
tensively described in ��� �see appendix D�
 Each DFP
is able to perform up to �� millions �� or ���bit opera�
tions per second
 Due to the mesh connected structure
of the processor network� only local interconnections
are provided
 DFP hardware has been designed in or�
der to satisfy most of the basic operations encountered
in low�level image processing� for example a hardwired
histogrammer has been integrated in the DFP struc�
ture


Intermediate�level processing is devoted to a two�
dimensional network of �� T��� Transputer modules
each including � Mbyte memory
 Transputers are gen�
eral purpose processors� directly incorporating com�
munication links


Each processor �DFP or Transputer� operates accord�
ing to data��ow principles ����� ����� in particular� out�
put �ows must only be functions of input �ows inde�
pendently of what may occur in other processors
 This
is achieved�

� in DFPs by a local dynamic �ring rule validating
operator execution if all needed data are available
on input stacks and if output stacks are not full�

� in Transputers by a single parallel Transputer pro�
cess reading input tokens and writing output to�
kens on logical input�output �slots� whithin an
in�nite loop


Since the DFP network has to handle image data in
real�time� its bandwidth is video ������ Mbytes per
second�� allowing all frames to be processed as soon as
they are digitized
 The Transputer link is limited to
a � Mbyte per second bandwidth
 A communication
mechanism has therefore been elaborated to make co�
operation possible between the two heterogeneous net�
works �this will be detailed in the following section�


As shown in �gure �� asynchronous �ows are also sup�
ported
 These asynchronous �ows are delivered in and
out via a low�bandwidth interface


Each algorithm is executed through a gigantic pipeline
typically involving more than one hundred simultane�
ous operations per step
 Indeed a �functional paral�
lelism� means all operations corresponding to one it�
eration are executed in parallel for only one video �ow
at every time step �Multiple Instruction Simple Data
streams�
 This is to be compared for instance with
�data parallelism�� where only one operation is per�
formed for all elements at every time step �Single In�
struction Multiple Data streams�
 There is a one�to�
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Figure �� Hardware overview

one correspondence between physical processors and
operations in the algorithm instead of a one�to�one
correspondence between physical processors and data
elements


The Functional Computer is connected to video cam�
eras and display monitors through three input�output
boards each of which is able to input�output one RGB
color signal or three B�W signals


III� Programming model and environment

According to our functional approach� a vision task
is decomposed into elementary operators representing
nodes of a directed data��ow graph
 Arcs between
nodes denote data dependencies
 Execution of this
DFG occurs as tokens �ow along the arcs� into and
out of nodes� according to a set of �ring rules
 These
�ring rules specify that a node may be active whenever
tokens are present on its input arcs and tokens can be
produced on its output arcs
 When a node �res� input
tokens are consumed� function results are computed
and produced on the output arcs


High�level programming of the Functional Computer
is achieved through the use of a functional program�
ming language ��� because of its nice properties for
directed acyclic data��ow graph description ���
 The
functional programming language available here to the
end user exploits only a restricted dialect � O�P�F �
of Backus�s original functional language� in which�

� O is the set of objects which are all combina�
tions of two basic object types� Pixel �a numeri�
cal value� and Control ���� as StartOfList and
��� as EndOfList�
 Since our application �eld is
image processing� several commonly manipulated
composite objects are provided�

� Line� a structured sequence of Pixels ��
�� �� ����

� Frame� a structured sequence of Lines ���
�� �� �� �� � ����

� N�tuple� a �xed�length sequence of pixels
��� �� ��


� P is the set of prede�ned functions or primi�
tives
 Algorithms are decomposed according to



the primitives available in the operator library

Operators can belong either to a DFP or to
a Transputer or to a cluster of DFPs and�or
Transputers �these composite operators are called
macro�functions�
 The current version of the
operator library contains about ��� elementary
operators and �� macro�functions
 Its general�
ity allows to dramatically improve the program�
mers eciency since they do not have to rede�
�ne common primitives
 For example� the convo�
lution macro�function is provided because of its
general applications in image processing �image
smoothing� �rst or second order spatial deriva�
tives approximations


�
 This is especially true
for low�level operators which are implemented on
the DFP network because a DFP code has to be
assembled by a DFP architecture specialist


� F is the set of functional forms �composition�
selection� construction and insert forms are pro�
vided�


The network heterogeneity from DFPs and Transput�
ers is obviously a matter of fundamental architectural
di�erences
 But from a data��ow point of view the
main drawback is the incompatibility between band�
widths
 Indeed data streams are usually �owing at
an average speed in the video range �up to �� Mbytes
per second� inside the DFP network
 Therefore Trans�
puters cannot directly exchange data with DFPs be�
cause of their speed �� Mbyte per second�
 A speci�c
operator has thus been elaborated to overcome this
limitation �denoted by � in functional programming
sources�
 The internal structure of this operator is
given in �gure �
 It essentially consists of two coupled
parts�

� an inner receiver which always accepts data from
an outer emitter �

� an inner emitter that delivers data as soon as the
outer receiver is ready to accept them


Outer emitter and receiver are either a DFP or a
Transputer element� inner emitter and receiver are
DFP processors
 The � operator is also used when
DFPs have to send or to accept data from the low
bandwidth interface which is then considered as a slow
receiver or emitter


Finally� it should be noted that several distinct algo�
rithms can be simultaneously mapped and indepen�
dently executed
 The only constraint is volume con�
straint� virtual functional processors are not imple�
mented so the entire data��ow graphs have to �t in
the physical network


Figure � outlines the Functional Computer program�
ming environment
 As said in the introductive section�
the DFG formalism �lls in the gap between algorith�
mic and architectural domains
 The programming en�
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Figure �� � coupling operator structure

vironment therefore draws a complete stream from an
algorithm functional description �DFFP source� Data�
Flow Functional Programming source� to the network
con�guration loading


IV� Non�linear filtering

When implementing image processing algorithms� it is
often desirable to remove high frequency spatial noise

For example edge linking algorithms perform poorly
under heavy noise conditions� resulting in a lot of gaps
in the extracted contours
 However� high frequencies
are also embedded in features as contours


This has led to the design of non linear �lters known
as �edge�preserving smoothing�
 Among them is the
Nagao�s ���
 It de�nes a set of � �x� subwindows ��
directional subwindows and a central one� inside a �x�
window as shown in �gure �
 Then the current pixel
�denoted by X in �gure �� is attributed the grey level
mean value of the �x� subwindow with lowest variance


A Nagao�like �lter has been implemented that is based
on the subwindow set shown in �gure �
 It should be
noted that each subwindow can be deduced from the
lower right one by single translation thus making im�
plementation simpler
 Instead of the grey level mean
the homogeneity factor computed in each �x� subwin�
dow results from low�pass �ltering and the disparity
factor is the grey level maximum�minimum di�erence
value instead of variance
 The homogeneity factor of
the �x� subwindow with the lowest max�min di�erence
is then attributed to the �x� window central pixel


A functional programming language description of our
algorithm is given in appendix A� results are shown in
appendix F


The number of processors required for this algorithm
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Figure �� Nagao �lter� subwindows

Figure �� Nagao�like �lter� subwindows
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Figure �� Composition and left�insert forms

is ���� including routing processors
 Two functional
forms are involved in the functional description� the
composition form �denoted by 	�� and the left�insert
form �denoted by n�
 The DFG associated with each
of these two forms is shown in �gure �


V� Connected component labeling

Connected component labeling is a fundamental op�
eration in most intelligent vision systems
 It consists
in assigning a unique label to each connected region
of a binary image
 This algorithm allows a symbolic
description of an observed scene through the computa�
tion of geometric moments� perimeter or gravity center
coordinates for each region of the binary image
 It is
then possible to perform more complex tasks such as
geometric model matching or other high�level jobs


Because of the large amount of low�level operations
attached to connected component labeling algorithms�
real�time implementations are often based on dedi�
cated hardware �see for example ��� and therein ref�
erences�
 For the particular case of real�time operated
pipeline architectures� the diculty of implementing
connected component labeling has been emphasized
in ���
 It is mainly due to the recursive nature of such
algorithms and to the fact that global informations
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have to be handled
 Inside the Functional Computer�
recursivity may happen�

� at a DFP level� indeed each DFP datapath in�
cludes an ALU feedback �see ����


� at a Transputer level� recursivity is allowed by
the C programming language �C function recur�
sive calls�


� at a macro�function level� recursive operations are
then implemented using the � operator described
in section III
� as shown �gure �
 According to
data��ow principles� the F function cannot be ex�
ecuted until all needed input data are valid
 So
the � inner emitter send an initial value to F in
order to initialize the data feedback


Our implementation of connected component labeling
�fully described in ���� relies on three steps �see also
�gure ���

� the input binary image is �rst temporary labeled
using a purely local operator�

� equivalent labels are detected and stored in an
equivalence table�

� each equivalent label set is assigned a unique label
and the temporary labeled image is transcoded
using the new equivalence table


0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 03 3
0 0 0 4 1 1 1 1 4 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 3 0 0

labels

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 3 3 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

labels

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0 0

binary
values

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0 0

labels

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 3 3 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

labels

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 3 3 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

labels
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Figure ��� Labeling process sample

These three steps are frequently the core of scanline
connected component labeling algorithms


The associated functional programming source is
shown in appendix B and comparative evaluation re�
sults in appendix E
 Macro�function appearing in this
description will now be explained


� THRLD� digitized grey scale images are �rst in�
teractively thresholded
 The input threshold is
manually set and read from the low�bandwidth
interface


� HLABG� each line is labeled independently of
what may have occurred in upper lines
 This is
a pure horizontal information propagation
 Only
white pixels ���� pixels� are labeled� other are
unchanged ���� pixels�
 HLABG thus labels hor�
izontal line segments �the label dynamics is �xed
to �� bits allowing large image processing�
 It
should be noted that HLABG is a recursive oper�
ator but this is no real problem since recursivity
is here handled inside a single DFP�

� VLABG� this is the second function involving re�
cursivity
 This function aims at vertically propa�
gating connectivity informations
 If B�i� j� is the
�i� j� pixel binary value� L��i� j� its �horizontal�
label and L��i� j� the VLABG function output�
we have�

if �B�i� j� � ��
if �B�i� j � �� � �� then
L��i� j� � L��i� j�

else



L��i� j� � L��i� j � ��
else
L��i� j� � �

But� as shown in �gure ��� distinct labels can be
assigned to the same segment
 A given line seg�
ment is therefore attributed its lowest label by a
recursive minimum operator


� EQDET� equivalence detection between two la�
bels corresponds to the situation where the same
connected region has been attributed two distinct
labels
 In our algorithm� an equivalence is de�
tected over a �x� neighborhood
 Label L�i� j� and
label L�i� j��� are said to be equivalent whenever�

�B�i� j� � B�i� j � ���and
�L�i� j� �� L�i� j � ���and

��B�i � �� j� � ��or�B�i � �� j � �� � ���

This heuristic choice has not been formally proved
sucient but experiments involving real images
and synthetic images �with U or spiral shapes�
showed its eciency
 Two equivalent declared la�
bels are sent to the next function �EQRES�


� EQRES� this function holds the equivalence�table
compression
 Compression stands here for calcu�
lating a unique label for all the labels in the same
connected region
 This step is devoted to a single
Transputer module because such a table compres�
sion implies random access to the equivalence ta�
ble
 The compression algorithm used in this step
is inspired from the one described in ���


� LABLUT� the compressed equivalence table is
downloaded in a look�up table so that the tem�
porary labeled image can be transcoded


About ��� DFPs are involved in the three�dimensional
mapping of this algorithm


VI� Colored object tracking

The last algorithm we describe is a moving object
tracking
 It is based on the assumption that targets
have at least one uniformly colored part


The tracking high�level functional source is shown in
appendix C and comparative evaluation results in ap�
pendix E


The �rst step is target designation� this is an open
loop step
 A tracking window is thus positioned onto
the target thanks to the workstation mouse �x�y� co�
ordinates �piped in the DFP network using the low�
bandwidth interface�
 MUX multiplexer then outputs
mouse �x�y� coordinates �Mouse�sl � ��
 The track�
ing window dimensions are ���x��� pixels� the whole
image being a ���x��� pixels image


All along the open loop step� object color features are
computed by a module referenced as �feature extrac�
tor� �REFCO in the functional source�
 These color
features are summarized in a �Rm� Gm� Bm� triple rep�
resenting �R�G�B� values statistical mean values over a
small window ��feature window�� centered at the �x�y�
mouse position


Then a human operator triggers the automatic track�
ing by pressing any mouse button
 When so doing�
MUX multiplexer outputs �x�y� coordinates computed
by the tracker �Mouse�sl � ��
 As automatic tracking
is initiated� color features �owing out from the feature
extractor are disabled
 The color features available to
the tracker just before tracking loop closing are mem�
orized inside the tracker and become the reference fea�
tures


The so�called �tracker� module is in charge of main�
taining the target inside the tracking window
 This is
achieved by�

� �rst� computing some kind of a distance �L� in
�R�G�B� space� between tracking window pixels
�R�G�B� components and the �Rm� Gm� Bm� ref�
erence features �d�R�G�B�Rm� Gm� Bm� � jR �
Rmj� jG�Gmj� jB�Bmj�
 Each distance value
is then thresholded ��white� pixels are likely ob�
ject pixel�
 All these operations are performed by
the CANPX macro�function�

� second� binary pixels previously extracted are
projected along vertical and horizontal directions
�XPROJ and YPROJ macro�functions��

� third� a new tracking window position is com�
puted by the TWDXY macro�function �instanci�
ated by two Transputers�
 The new x position
�resp
 y position� is the x projection �resp
� y
projection median value


Recursivity is naturally implied in this algorithm since
the MUX function needs both mouse coordinates and
tracker output coordinates �which do not exist until
the tracking loop has been closed�
 It is denoted by
the �� 	 Tracker�xy� term in the functional source


About ��� DFPs are involved in the three�dimensional
mapping of this tracking application
 One of the
twelve needed logical DFP plans is shown in �gure
��
 This graph has been manually optimized so that
the ratio of processing elements is about �� of the
total DFP number �this ratio value seems to be the
highest achievable value in this case� referring to our
experiments so far�


VII� Conclusion

According to our functional approach� vision algo�
rithm inherent parallelism can be expressed using the
data��ow graph formalism
 Indeed this formalism



Figure ��� Part of a colored object tracking algorithm
mapping �� plane among ���

seems to be adapted to both algorithmic and architec�
tural descriptions� �lling the gap between application
programmers and architecture specialists


From an end�user point of view� algorithms are decom�
posed into elementary actions represented by the prim�
itive set of a functional language
 They are physically
implemented on a massively parallel data��owmachine
comprising ���� elementary data��ow processors for
low�level image processing and �� general purpose pro�
cessors for intermediate level tasks
 Three signi�cant
examples of image processing algorithms have been de�
scribed and successfully implemented� contributing to
validate our functional approach


Future work is related with the automated derivation
of vision automata from Functional Computer real�
time emulation results
 Our ultimate goal is indeed to
increase eciency of dedicated VLSI circuit design
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A Nagao�like filter functional

programming source

�� Functional source implementing a Nagao�like non linear
filter

�� Line pixel number

CONSTANT Np�����
�� Normalized low�pass filter coef�
CONSTANT Lp��	 
	 �	 
	 �	 
	 �	 
	 �	 ��

�� MAIN �������

BEGIN MAIN �
VIDEO INPUT In  FRAME�PIXEL��
VIDEO OUTPUT Out  FRAME�PIXEL�� �



�� �x� neighborhood extraction �input original frame�
DEF Vi � NEIG� � In�

�� Disparity computation
DEF Ds � SUB � �MAX Vi	 MIN Vi��

�� Low pass filtering ��x� convolution using the Lp mask�
DEF Mn � CONV��Lp� � In�

�� �x� neighborhood extraction �input disparity frame�
DEF Vd � NEIG� � Ds�

�� �x� neighborhood extraction �input low pass filtered
frame�
DEF Vm � NEIG� � Mn�

�� Partial associative sorting DEF Min� � � � Vd�

DEF Tmp� � � � Vm�
DEF Min
 � MIN � �Min�	 
 � Vd��
DEF Tmp
 � MUX � �Tmp�	 
 � Vm	 EQU � �Min
	 
 � Vd���
DEF Min� � MIN � �Min
	 � � Vd��

DEF Tmp� � MUX � �Tmp
	 � � Vm	 EQU � �Min�	 � � Vd���
DEF Min� � MIN � �Min�	 � � Vd��
DEF Tmp� � MUX � �Tmp�	 � � Vm	 EQU � �Min�	 � � Vd���
DEF Min� � MIN � �Min�	 � � Vd��
DEF Tmp� � MUX � �Tmp�	 � � Vm	 EQU � �Min�	 � � Vd���

DEF Min� � MIN � �Min�	 � � Vd��
DEF Tmp� � MUX � �Tmp�	 � � Vm	 EQU � �Min�	 � � Vd���
DEF Min� � MIN � �Min�	 � � Vd��
DEF Tmp� � MUX � �Tmp�	 � � Vm	 EQU � �Min�	 � � Vd���
DEF Min� � MIN � �Min�	 � � Vd��

DEF Tmp� � MUX � �Tmp�	 � � Vm	 EQU � �Min�	 � � Vd���
DEF Min� � MIN � �Min�	 � � Vd��
DEF Tmp� � MUX � �Tmp�	 � � Vm	 EQU � �Min�	 � � Vd���

LET Out � Tmp��

END

B Connected component labeling

functional programming source

�� Connected component labeling functional source

�� Line pixel number
CONSTANT Np�����

�� MAIN �������
BEGIN MAIN �

VIDEO INPUT In FRAME�PIXEL��
VIDEO OUTPUT Out  FRAME�PIXEL��
ASYNC INPUT Thr  PIXEL� �

�� Input ��bit coded grey level image thresholding
DEF Bin� THRLD � �In	 � � Thr��

�� Binary image horizontal labeling
DEF Lbh � HLABG � Bin�

�� Label propagation

DEF Lbv � VLABG � �Lbh	 Bin��

�� Equivalent label detection
DEF Edl � EQDET � �Bin	 Lbv��

�� Label equivalence resolution
DEF Ers � EQRES � Lbv�

�� Dynamic label look�up table loading and label image
transcoding

DEF Lbl � LABLUT � �Lbv	 Ers��

�� Label image outputting
LET Out � Lbl�

END

C Colored object tracking functional

programming source

�� Functional source implementing a colored object tracking�

�� Line pixel number�
CONSTANT NP�����

�� MAIN �������
BEGIN MAIN �
VIDEO INPUT In  FRAME�PIXEL��
VIDEO OUTPUT Out  FRAME�PIXEL��
ASYNC INPUT Mouse�xy  T�UPLE�
��

ASYNC INPUT Mouse�sl  PIXEL� �

�� Tracking window coordinates selection �depending on Mouse�sl
value�
�� � mouse coordinates when in open loop �Mouse�xy��

�� � tracker coordinates when in closed loop �Tracker�xy��
�� Recursivity lies in the ��� � Tracker�xy�� expression� DEF
Twind�xy � MUX � �� � Mouse�xy	 � � Tracker�xy	 � � Mouse�sl��

�� Tracking window extraction�

DEF Tframe � TWIND � �In	 Twind�xy��

�� Feature window extraction�
DEF Fframe � FWIND � �In	 Twind�xy��

�� Reference color feature extraction

�� and validation �by Mouse�sl value��
DEF Color � REFCO � GATE � �Fframe	 Mouse�sl��

�� Candidate pixel for tracked object extraction�
DEF Object�pl � CANPX � �Tframe	 Color��

�� Candidate pixel for tracked object vertical and horizontal
projection�
DEF Object�px � XPROJ � Object�pl�
DEF Object�py � YPROJ � Object�pl�

�� Tracking window coordinates computation�
DEF Tracker�xy � TWDXY � �Object�px	 Object�py��

END



D Reminder� processor specifities

DFP chip main features

Technology CMOS ��m
Die size ���mils � ���mils

Transistor count �������
Package ��� pins PGA

Operating frequency �� Mhz
Integrated processors �
Program memory ��� �� per processor
Data memory ���� � per processor

Operations per second up to �� M per processor

E Comparative �evaluation� results

Application Nagao�like Labeling Tracking

DFP number ��� ��� ���
Filling rate �� �� �� 

Operations per pixel �� �� ���
Computing time ��s �� ms �� ms

Only the prelabeling is concerned here� that is inde�
pendent of picture contents
 Transputer run times in
labeling and tracking are not considered here
 From a
strict application point of view� they are shorter than
interframes anyway


F Non�linear filtering results

Edge detection without preliminary Nagao-like filtering

Edge detection with preliminary Nagao-like filtering
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